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“Make no mistake. NEOS is a game changer for those of us aiming
to build a better dealership. And I can have this visually striking system
at a price that fits my budget.”
Patrick Graham, Dealer Principal & President of Tony Graham Lexus

From concept renders to assembled and installed finished product
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Nelson Industrial’s Intelligent Automotive Tech Furniture Selected

Tony Graham Lexus Showcases What NEOS Makes Possible

Client Profile
As one of Canada’s leading stores in volume, this particular
location in the Ottawa, ON area maintains sales and service
standards that are second to none. Revitalizing the service area
with automotive tech furniture from Nelson Industrial further
enables Tony Graham Lexus to continue serving their customers
at their dynamic facility.

Striking, Modular and Uniquely Tailored
And that’s just the Service Area.
With over 40 years of leadership in marketing and servicing automobile
products, Tony Graham Lexus is an undeniable industry leader. Part of their
success comes from aligning with only the most appropriate of suppliers –
honest professionals who make their clients’ success, their business.
It’s logical then that not only does this dealership expect the best, they also
deliver it. Dealer Principal Patrick Graham explains that, “A relationship is
established when we put a customer into a vehicle. And everything around
that experience has to be memorable and a cut above what that customer has
experienced elsewhere. We’re authentic. When we need to engage a supplier,
we look for someone who cares about helping us be the best we can be. The
folks at Nelson definitely share that view.”

When it was time to completely redo their Service Area, Graham’s expectations were exacting. “Only the finest
would do – from the supplier, through the whole process and the end result. And in this instance, finest means
that I wanted automotive tech furniture, not just cabinets – or a bunch of cabinets shoved together. I wanted
configurations tailored to our needs as they stand today but that had the ability to be changed when we needed.
As with any space, our peculiarities were numerous. Not everyone can deal with that well. Working directly with
the manufacturer was also a must for us and since most use distributors, Nelson again distinguished itself. So
while not an exhaustive list, those are some of the reasons we remain so supportive of Nelson. And after working
so closely with them, I will tell you, that at every single turn, not only were my wishes met, I was blown away.”
NEOS Wash station and safety equipment integration
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Some installed notables include...

•
Nelson Industrial’s Intelligent Automotive Tech Furniture Selected
Tony Graham Lexus Showcases What NEOS Makes Possible

Nelson Industrial’s Signature Contributions
Graham reports being struck by the design submitted by Dave Thomson,
Nelson’s National Sales Manager. “I knew right there and then the need to
entertain other suppliers or solutions was not necessary. And for such a highly
customizable, top-quality solution, I have to say their pricing was entirely
in line.” With NEOS, Nelson has been able to give dealerships options
that just didn’t exist before. One look at Tony Graham Lexus explains
why NEOS continues to merit the moniker of this industry’s welcomed
game changer.

•
•
•
•
•

Finishing kits for windows and door frames and other
obstructions give this dealership that true, seamless
wall-to-wall continuous presentation that NEOS
is uniquely capable of.
Specially designed cabinets for their atypical spaces
Space saving storage modules
Ergonomic designs for diagnostic equipment
Electrical, air & plumbing incorporated into NEOS Wall
Alignment Bay Integration

Shelves and
drawer adapter
units that make a
Parts Dept work

“Do this once ...”
Pausing somewhat, Graham acknowledges that, “Sure, there are other
suppliers out there. But if you’re a dealership who, like us, want to do
this once and do it exactly right, then NEOS is what you need. We’re
in one of the most competitive industries imaginable so the dollars
spent have to earn their keep, much in the way that NEOS does
every day.”

Finishing kits
for windows and
door frames give
this dealership
that true, seamless
wall-to-wall
continuous
presentation.

Junction Box attached
to NEOS Wall

Not only is it safer with
electrical, natural gas
and water feeds behind
the NEOS wall, it creates
a cleaner look.

The Bottom Line
“Nelson Industrial proved their value to us - over and over again.
NEOS really fits us, chiefly because it was specifically designed JUST for us. We’re a dealership
who listened closely to what was available to us and we took full advantage of it. The benefits now extend
to every part of our dealership. Our technicians have a work area that’s been designed especially for them
so it’s not only functional, it’s sharp looking. And customer feedback proves we’re living up to some
pretty high standards – ours and those of our customers.”

Alignment Bay Integration
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A U TO M OT I V E

The Technician Friendly Shop Furniture...

NEOS is created for the way you work. Whether building an entirely new
store or renovating, why not consider the contribution NEOS could make to
the profitability of your dealership?

I welcome the opportunity to speak with you further,
to answer any questions you may have or to share more
about why NEOS is being called our industry’s
game changer.

Please feel free to call me directly at (905) 451-7210.

Dave Thomson
Nelson Industrial Inc.

www.nelsonindust.com / 1.800.277.6897

Automotive National Sales Manager, Nelson Industrial Inc.

